IndiGo awarded best ‘Regional & Low Cost Airlines - Asia Pacific’ at TripAdvisor’s
2017 Travellers' Choice Awards
6E becomes the only Indian carrier to win an international award in this category
National, June 14, 2017: IndiGo, country’s youngest and largest growing low cost carrier, today received
the best ‘Regional & Low Cost Airlines - Asia Pacific’ award at Travellers' Choice Awards 2017 for Airlines
by TripAdvisor. The award was received by Mr. Aditya Ghosh, President and Whole-Time Director, IndiGo
at the Global Business Park in Gurugram today. The award has been bestowed upon leading airlines
across Asia Pacific for their services and operational excellence. IndiGo is also the only Indian carrier
from the Asia Pacific region to receive an award in this category.
Presenting this award to the IndiGo leadership, Mr Jami Counter, Vice President, Business Development,
TripAdvisor said, “It is our debut year announcing awards for airlines based on the airline reviews we
began collecting last year and is based entirely on reviews collected from IndiGo passengers on
TripAdvisor. It’s indeed our honor to present this award to India’s most loved and trusted airline, IndiGo.”
Receiving this award, Mr. Aditya Ghosh, President and Whole-Time Director, IndiGo said, “We are
delighted to receive this recognition. The award is a testimony to the continued support and trust of
our flyers. It's such a great feeling that our customers reviewing their experience with IndiGo have
rated us to be the best in the Asia Pacific region. It's once again a proud feeling to put India on the
world map. We are grateful to our customers and travel partners for their constant support and
encouragement. I owe this award to the thousands of my colleagues to create that unique and
consistent IndiGo experience that our customers love!”
The Travellers’ Choice Awards are the awards conferred by TripAdvisor in the field of service and
hospitality based on overall reviews by passengers and aggregators on the services. It is an annual
awards conferred in various categories. Airlines is one of the five travel categories identified for the
Traveller’s Choice Awards and the winners are decided on the basis of an algorithm that assesses the
quantity and quality of airline reviews and ratings submitted by travellers worldwide over a period of
12 months. To view the listing, please click in the link- https://www.tripadvisor.com/TravelersChoiceAirlines-cAPAC
About IndiGo
IndiGo is India's largest airline with a market share of 41.4% as of April 2017. IndiGo is one of the fastest
growing low cost carrier in the world (source: CAPA). IndiGo has a simple philosophy: offer fares that
are always low, flights that are on time, and a travel experience that is courteous and hassle-free.
IndiGo, with a Technical Dispatch Reliability of 99.86%, has one of the best On Time Performances in
India. With its fleet of 135 Airbus A320 family aircraft, the airline operates 934 daily flights connecting
46 destinations.
IndiGo is led by its President and Whole-time Director, Aditya Ghosh and is promoted by InterGlobe
Enterprises and Mr. Rakesh Gangwal, an aviation industry veteran and entrepreneur. InterGlobe
Enterprises is a leader in aviation, hospitality and travel related services‚ growing the market through
innovation and service leadership. We build businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality
and value. Established in 1989‚ with headquarters in Gurgaon‚ today InterGlobe has a network of 126
offices across 59 cities globally. InterGlobe employs more than 20,000 professionals across its
businesses which include IndiGo (InterGlobe Aviation), InterGlobe Technologies‚ InterGlobe Air
Transport‚ InterGlobe Technology Quotient‚ InterGlobe Hotels and InterGlobe Education
(www.interglobe.com)
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